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country for decades but has the hidden potential to blow up an entire city with one split of
an atom. He claims to be anti-partisan, void of
mudslinging and friend of the owl. The question
everyone is after, does he have the experience?
Does the current douche bag in the oval office
have the experience? Someone elected him to
office, twice, so why now does experience in
foreign affairs matter? It is obvious it doesn’t
take any experience to get elected to the highest office in the world. Only one person can
know the volume of experience it takes to be
President and that’s Dick Cheney. Now to the
cocaine, aka Hillary Clinton. Everybody likes
to do cocaine but they always do it in the bathroom or closet so no one sees them do it. Do we
want cocaine for President? Plus, this cocaine
has been cut so many times the potency is that
of crushed Smarties and is chalked [sic] full
of so much filler you don’t know what you are
buying. It may get you high or may give you a
major headache. I’m not endorsing either one
of these two for the Democratic nomination.
Hydrogen has indeed ventured into the mudarena and has tarnished his armor in
by Doctor Gonzo slinging
my mind. If you don’t want to be a typical politician then don’t act like one. Cocaine has too
irst of all, let me say the Apocrypher staff re- much reliance on her Dealer (aka Bubba) and
ally stepped up this issue to provide you with most likely won’t ever be pure or potent. With
the “news you don’t need”. Minor cajoling lit that said, the Khaos Apocrypher announces
a fire under them I’ve never seen before. This it’s endorsement of George McGovern for the
may be the greatest issue to date. Even some of Democratic nomination for President. We need
our infrequent writers came out of their caves you George. You’re old as hell but we only need
and brought us their juicy stories of utter non- four years. You’ll legalize pot, keep abortion
sense. So, I want to give a big hand clap to the safe and get us the hell out of Iraq. The RepubKA staff, your compensation will be forthcom- lican voters in this country owe you a solid for
ing.
the Tricky Dick fiasco. Hell, Republican voters
owe all of us for the last eight miserable years.
Now for the news. It’s been customary to wrap
up the year with a review but instead I’d rather Finally, I want to wish everyone a Happy New
like preview the upcoming farce in Iowa. First Year. Thanks to all the staff at the Apocrypher
of all, who decided it should be Iowa to lead off and to all our gorgeous readers. Without you,
the choice for leader of the free world? It’s like we wouldn’t have the funds to publish such viletting Britney Spears decide what the next tal piece of journalism. Our parent company
great energy source should be, hydrogen or co- Artificial Khaos Productions is currently decaine. Which leads me to hydrogen, aka Barack veloping many new projects and we will keep
Obama. He’s number one on the periodic chart. you informed of them all. Peace and Love.
One molecule that has the potential to fuel the
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by William Conrad (“Stu”)

Hey there, it’s me, TV’s William Conrad.
Or should I say, “Stu.” Yep, that’s me
pictured. I had that portrait done back
in 1971 by a starving Honduran child
named Jorge. And you know what people call him to this day? If you do, let me
know. That little jerk stole my wallet.
Anyhoo, you’re probably wondering why
a star like myself is writing here under a
different name, especially since I’m not
alive, technically. Well, it’s a long story,
but one that I hope will entertain as well
as educate the reader.
The year was 1981. Jake and the Fatman was entertaining millions of shut-ins and the desperately lonely, and I was living the
high life. Every day before shooting, I would eat an entire butter
sculpture of myself. What can I say? It was the ‘80s. We didn’t
know better. We were like 60-year-old kids. Heck, my old friend
Jack Lord would just drive around the island of Oahu in a golf
cart, yelling at passersby that he knew what killed Mama Cass
Elliott, and it was in his bathrobe. Good times. God, I miss him.
Where was I? Oh yeah, ’81. So, it was Thanksgiving and I was
sitting down to my traditional meal of two turkeys, a sack of potatoes, cigarettes, and another turkey. As I reached for the mayonnaise drum, I heard a scratching at my window. I figured it was
just my pet ocelot Reynolds, trying to get inside for table scraps.
But soon, the scratching turned to pounding, and I got up to investigate. What happened next changed my life forever.
I reached my window, and saw that it was no ocelot, but rather a
bedraggled woman in a state of near-panic, holding a child that
couldn’t have been more than a couple weeks old.
“Please, Mister, help me,” she cried. “Of course,” I said. “Come
around to the front, quickly.” She bolted to the door and I let her
and the child in. She immediately ran to the window, scanned
the horizon, then ducked to the floor. “I don’t have much time, so
please, listen carefully,” she said. “This child I have is special. I
can’t tell you why, or how, but the future depends on him. And he
depends on you.”I stood there, dumbfounded.
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“I recognize you from the TV,” she continued. “That’s good, you’ll need money. You need to
leave your old life behind and start anew. Take this boy to Minnesota, and raise him as your
own. I can say no more. Goodbye.”
Before I could react, she kissed the child, practically threw him into my arms, and ran out the
door. I chased after her and yelled, “Wait! I don’t even know his name!”
She looked over her shoulder without breaking stride. “Sven,” she shouted. “Sven Sundgaard.
He’s going to be a weatherman!” With that, she dove into a nearby hedge. I never saw her
again.
And really, that’s the gist of it. I faked my own death, moved to Minnesota, and brought the lad
up as my son. Sometimes, I wonder if I did the right thing. Leaving behind millions of dollars,
a life of luxury, my friends and family, all on the word of a total stranger, just to make sure that
Sven would be working weekends on KARE 11.
Yeah, that was probably a bad call.

Redaction

by Reverend Wild Bill

I need to report on a crime being committed against our troops fighting overseas. That’s right
those men and women lying down their lives so we can keep our freedoms and have civil liberties to forfeit. Freedom is never free.
I’m talking about those warm fuzzy holiday greetings broadcast on network news from troops
overseas back home to their families in the states.
The terrorists are watching. Theoretically Osama Bin could see one of those warm messages to
family and loved ones, not always the same thing especially this time of year, and then target
those said family and or loved ones, back home at 123 Freedom Street, Hometown USA.
Superheroes have secret identities to protect the innocent, the ones they love and most importantly themselves, shouldn’t our troops be afforded the same basic protection that superheroes
get?
If the liberal media continues to divulge the names an addresses of family of loved ones when
will they start giving info on troop movements and numbers? Someone needs to draw the line
for a safer free-er America.
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by Sam Chao

As an adult, it can be hard to initiate a conversation with another adult in a nonwork related atmosphere. Whatever the purpose, it would be nice to engage in a
dialogue with someone but have it be meaningful rather than idle chit-chat. One
method is to ask a series of “would you rather” questions. Through these questions, you can
kick off a solid back & fourth and gain insight as well. Use these to get yourself started, but feel
free to invent your own:
Would you rather pee beer OR poop hash?
Insight: alcohol or drugs?
Would you rather have hair growing in your mouth (plus dandruff!) OR penises for fingers accompanied by uncontrollable ejaculation upon hearing “nice to meet you”?
Insight: look good vs. feel good?
Would you rather have perfect teeth but urinal-like breath OR disastrous teeth and perfect
breath?
Insight: do you prefer style or substance?
Would you rather have x-ray vision but be legally blind OR eagle-like eyesight but illiterate?
Insight: are you a perverted nerd or airhead jock?
Would you rather know the truth about the afterlife but not be able to tell anyone OR be a scientologist?
Insight: are you inquisitive or just plain stupid?
Would you rather be able to eat as much as you want but never gain a pound OR not have to
ever eat?
Insight: are you a fatty fatty 2 by 4 or overly practical?
Would you rather kill Osama but take no credit OR kill OJ and brag to everyone?
Insight: do you think globally or act local?

Baby Jesus’ Jet Pack

by Burkita North

...Might Help Save Pitiful Souls This Holiday. Countless number of unworthy, shameful, demonic
souls have the chance of being saved by Baby Jesus. The number one selling holiday gift predicted at Target this year, the jet pack (for only $32 bucks), has been bought by Baby Jesus and
will be used to reach all souls—faithful AND two-timing. As advertised (and hoped by BJ), the
jetpack can cover thousands of miles across the planet, fuelled by corn oil, and even allow him
time to drink some wine with his buddies. So if you smell like french fries, baby poop or Desitin
or your house does, then most likely you’ve been saved.
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by Kyles the King of Plastic

As an award winning online magazine with at least a dozen unwitting subscribers in Council
Bluffs and Greater Iowa Area, we as an editorial board are committed to telling it like it f*$king
is. Opinions expressed here are solely that of the editorial board and do not reflect on those of
the parent company Salty Pear Inc., or really those of most voters.
Republicans

Democrats

The Khaos Apocrypher endorses Mike Huckabee. And now we understand how Dubya got
the nod in 2000. We editors played the classic game of who-would-you-kill-first, and we
honestly knew little about Huckabee, other
than you must have some balls to do anything
publicly with a name like that. This choice was
made especially easy because Guliani’s rise
to celebrity on the heels of a national disaster
is egregiously shameful, Mitt Romney worships the devil (and then denies it), and Fred
Thompson is a lawyer – okay, he’s not a lawyer, but he plays one on TV. And finally, McCain is Stewart’s Droopy and Dubya’s bitch. We
hope that he and Leiberman are kidnapped by
a horde of meth-crazed Suspension Freaks.

The Khaos Apocrypher endorses Adrian Peterson – what, he’s not old enough. Shit! Okay,
who was second – okay John Edwards. This
was easy also, but this time we played the less
objective game of drawing sticks. Read not into
it, but John Edwards is the longest. Hilary had
a short stick, not quite as short as Bill Richardson’s, but we called it in the tie-breaker. We’d
rather be pegged as prejudice against women
than Hispanics, since all of us are already married, so honestly, what’s the worst that could
happen? Joe Biden looks like he’s hiding something, or perhaps he really is just that happy
and maybe even honest. I thought Chris Dodd
was dead, so we didn’t let him draw a stick.
And is it just us, or does Obama sound like
Osama? Furthermore, I voted for Oprah back
in 1988 before everyone else got on that bandwagon.

The Huskyboy’s Hexagon
Hey y’all, I’m back. After a four year absence the Huskyboy has returned. I’ve been overseas the
past four years. Mainly in the Far East and furthermore, Thailand. I’ve been collecting recipes
for my upcoming issue of the Huskyboy magazine. While I was there I produced and starred in a
new reality show where I (HB) track down over weight, mainly white, American pedophiles who
pray on the young meat in Southeast Asia. Think of it as a cross between Hunter (with Fred
Dryer) and Flavor of Love (with Flava Flav). Anyway, it’s good to be back in the old USA.
(Ed. This story was completely fabricated. We do miss the Huskyboy though. Our lawyers are ready for any lawsuits
that may result by the publishing of this article.)
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Troglodyte versus the Space Invaders
In ancient times, man used head out after
work or dinner to the bar to meet friends,
exchange stories and have fun. He could go
watch sports with his buddies and chill on
his single-guy couch. If he did have
anyone at home, they could be left
to fend for themselves. He put in a
day’s work, so his job was done. Not
so for modern man. Those days are
gone for him and fading faster than
his hairline. Modern man has a wife
and children and responsibilities.
The quest for money to pay for these
responsibilities has caused him to
spread throughout the U.S. in search
of a career. Staying home to take
care of the family and avoiding the
guilt of being out all night have meant
the end of guy time. Try denying it, and then
look down at the skirt you are now wearing.
Take a moment to cry and remember.
Well, I’m here to tell you that I have found the
answer for me in the most unusual and unexpected of ways. X-Box Live and Halo. Go

The Al Gore of Wisconsin

7 (4)

by Kyles the PhD of Plastic

ahead and laugh and say videogames are stupid and juvenile. Uh, yeah. Isn’t that the definition of a guy in the first place? Friends had
told me for some time to get hooked up and
how much fun one could have. They
were right. People I only spoke to
a couple few times a year, are now
out there every week or two at the
same time. Smack talk and blowing people up, how I have missed
you. People who have been trapped
at home for years find whole new
life after 10pm when everyone has
gone to bed. Their spouses may not
understand, but as long as they are
home, no complaints. We can catch
up on what’s going on while laying
the beat-down on someone. The evenings are now filled with hilarious laughter
and stacks bodies. Outstanding.
So get your crew together and if you want to
recapture some youth, meet up in the virtual
world. It’s the only world left to Modern Man.
If you ever run into PlasticArmyMen out there,
be gentle.

by Bloomer

This is a picture of my new Hybrid truck. No
more warming the earth for this rural conservative. I have researched long and hard and
come up with a new Ford F350 King Ranch.
Amazingly enough it is powered by a standard
12 volt car battery. Now to charge that up it
uses a 6.8 liter Ford V 10 engine. It has a huge
bed to carry as many automatic weapons and
artillery shells as any CheeseHead could want.
Plus if you ever want to tailgait at the Packers
game, you can use the extra solar panels to
cook brawts. You wouldn’t think it, but I have
gone green.
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Faces

Paul Wall and the Famous Mr.
Stud from the Fall 2007 issue.

Heir to the Kosel fortune

Heir to the Waffle House fortune

Two Apocrypher writers get friendly

Two Apocrypher writers get unfriendly
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by Kung Fu Mike

Hey, Merry Christamas everyone. I really
have no idea what to write about for this issue, so I’ve decided to go the Seinfeld route
and write about nothing [of any importance]although in my case, the pay is commensurate
with the output where in his case he actually
made enough money that, if he wanted to, he
could have actually taught bees to speak (and
with a New York dialect) and made the Bee
movie live action instead of animated as was
originally intended. I’m sure Peta had a hand
in the switch.
I think I’ll do a music-I-like-list again; they’re
a great substitution for real literary work and
they’re easy to compile. They’re the Hyundai
Accent of writing assignments. On a rock critic type note I’d just like to add that I’d pick up
the new Marillion album before I would the
new releases from Bloc Party, Snow Patrol
and Minus the Bear. Sorry to any of you Seattlites directly assoiciated with the latter.
There’s always something from the Mac world
to bust some chops over. The new iPhone
commercials for one. The spot with the 60
year old business man telling me that it’s the
most significant technological break through
ever, doesn’t really bother me. I just mutter
condescendingly, “Aw, that’s cute. He’s never
seen a high[er] resolution LCD display with
a touch screen and pretty icons before.” It’s
easy to picture this mark weeping uncontrollably while his grandson shows him how to
play music on it, as if his little black lacquer
box were unlocking a unified field theory. The
one with the ballet dancer with an O.C.D. like
obsession with texting friends between dance
movements doesn’t bother me either. If she
want to hang her iPhone from the velvet curtain pull ropes so that the second she exits
the stage she can text her girlfriends about
the guy in the front row who winks at her every time she shows her Vaganova method,
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that’s ok with me. The one that
bothers me features a pilot
who used his iPhone to check
out the weather, because, apparently, the 20 million dollar plane he was
piloting didn’t have windows? Did this guy
really mean to imply that his iPhone doppler
radar image in all it’s 480 x 320 pixel glory
convinced the control tower to allow his plane
take off? While I’m sure he’s just an actor saying his lines, in which case, I feel sorry for
Apple’s tech support team when they have
to start fielding calls from the morons who’s
only impetus in buying the phone was that
marketing pitch, it would be very troubling
scenario to find out this guy is indeed an airline pilot. Because, while it was irrational to
worry about the mostly manufactured deleterious effects of hiring non-union air traffic controllers in the 1980’s, the employment
of a pilot in 2007 who is ignorant enough to
think his shiny toy phone played a roll in an
airport’s flight scheduling is truly something
concrete to fear. By the way, if an iPhone were
in my Christmas stocking, I certainly wouldn’t
throw it out - wink, wink, nudge, nudge.
I think I’ll go see the new Nicholas Cage movie National Treasure II The Desecration of
Western Historical Sites In the Wanton Quest
for Amulets, Talismans, Pentacles and other Intrinsically Worthless Bric-A-Brac. Just
for the simple fact that a scene or two were
filmed in my old hood - the Black Hills . Shit,
New Yorker’s have been doing the same with
Woody Allen movies for decades. Don’t get me
wrong, I’m not comparing the genius of Woody
Allen with Jerry Bruckheimer. It’s just that
there’s a Mount Rushmore scene and a scene
at the diminutive but beautiful granite spire
lined Sylvan Lake where my wedding reception was held. The thought of Nicholas Cage
and papa Joli trouncing around there gives
me a warm wuzzy.
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by Ray Ray Rocker (the Cow Skin Knocker©)

The 8th note and it’s significance in helping
fuel the percussive engine, the one that pulls
the Great Rock and Roll Zephyr down the
American musical track, is of no lesser importance to it’s genre than the Flux Capacitor and
it’s influence in moving Marty McFly and Doc
Brown through time, or the genius experimental discovery of “Upsidasium” in reversing the
effects of gravity in the Rocky and Bullwinkle
adventures. So great is this eighth, it can also
be held responsible for fueling the great Armada from the Northern Atlantic and it’s invasive quest onto American soil- The British Invasion. Yes, the 8th note can easily be seen as
the hardest working musical beat in the Rock
and Roll world.
In music there is a relationship between tone
and time. For most all instrumentation, other
than the barbaric percussive instruments such
as drums, a particular sound wave with a desired tonal quality vibrates the ear drums for
a desired amount of time. (This is assuming
that real tonal qualities are not pre-recorded
sounds triggered by fat fingers attached to
gold teeth sitting behind a turntable and a few
knobs.) Sorry, I have digressed. Back to the
issue at hand…
So as being a virgin author to this industry respected quarterly and admitting that my talents lie mostly in the afore mentioned barbarism of drumming, I will expound on the time
quality of music and not the tone.
The concept of time is inseparable from the
concept of music. In our everyday day lives
we notice the day separated into hours, minutes and seconds. This system of absolute value can be used to measure how long our lunch
break is to be or how inefficiently time can
be labored upon from a boring coworker, one
whom has stopped by your desk to share with
you the amazingly ephemeral and transcen-
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dental experience her/she had while hiking
Mt. Rainier. Both of these events could have
taken the same 20 minutes in accordance to
the absolute system yet we can all agree that
as one 20 minute time allotment could feel like
only 5 the other could feel like an hour.
So, as we say in the biz- “It’s all in how you
subdivide the pie.”
Every song whether it was intended or not
has an inherent beat, meter and tempo. The
beat is the smallest perceived measurement in
musical time and can be considered to be relatively consistent. In Rock and Roll terms this
beat is usually the 8th note. It is the perfect
subdivided sound of a meter. The meter is a
collection of beats that has stresses or accents
placed on one beat and not the others. The
tempo is the rate of speed in which the beat
moves. Through trial and error, great rock
drummers like Ginger Baker, Keith Moon, Neil
Peart, Alex Van Halen and John Bonham (to
name a very few) have diagnosed the perfect
subdivision of Rock and Roll time. The quarter note feels too slow while the 16th too fast.
Just listen to John Bonham’s 8th note hi-hat
rides on “When the Levee Breaks” and compare that to the 8th note hi-hat rides on “Rock
and Roll”. You will easily see how the hardest
working musical beat can diversely be used in
helping the perception of slowing down a back
woods swamp song while in the other it can ingest a repetitious feel- much like cylinders in a
car, a car about to collect another pink for the
glove box trophy case.
The 8th note in the Rock and Roll industry
seems to be, just what the doctors ordered.
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Kung Fu Music Corner
Song

Top 35 Tunes of 2007
Artist

Album

Australia
Nights Tall
Yeah, I Love You
You’re A Wolf
Acid Test
Murder Babe
Underground
The National Side
All Set
It Wasn’t Said To Ask
Seven Stars
Well Well Well
Please Remain Calm
Bloodhounds on My Trail
Kid On My Shoulders
Another Hollow Line
Weapon of Choice
Parisian Skies
Family Band
Can’t Get A Spark
White Dove
How I remember
Spring And By Summer
Look Me Up
Gone Gone Gone (Done Moved On)
Henrietta
This Mess
We Are the Falling Stars
Too Close to the Curb
Charlatan
Time-Sick Son of a Grizzly Bear
Back in Your Head
Threshold Apprehension
Navajo
Hangman

The Shins
Foreign Born
Earl Greyhound
Sea Wolf
Emma Pollock
Blitzen Trapper
SSM
Romantica
Welcome
Foreign Born
Apples in Stereo
Sondre Lerche and the Faces Down
Cloud Cult
Black Angels, The
White Rabbits
The Young Knives
Black Rebel Motorcycle Club
Maximo Park
Tragically Hip
Sean Na Na
John Vanderslice
David Bazan
Blonde Redhead
Georgie James
Robert Plant and Alison Krauss
The Fratellis
Wolf & Cub
Walker Kong
Kristoffer Ragnstam
White Light Riot
Mother Hips
Tegan & Sara
Black Francis
Black Lips
The Redwalls

Whincing the Night Away
On the Wing Now
Soft Targets
Leaves in the River
Watch the Fireworks
Wild Mountain Nation
SSM
America
Sirs
On the Wing Now
New Magnetic Wonder
Phantom Punch
The Meaning of 8
Passover
Fort Nightly
Voices of Animals and Men
Baby 81
Our Earthly Pleasures
World Container
Family Trees Or: Cope We Must
Emerald City
Fewer Moving Parts (ep)
23
Places
Raising Sand
Costello Music
Vessels
Deliver Us from People
Sweet Bills
Atomism
Kiss the Crystal Flake
The Con
Bluefinger
Good Bad Not Evil
The Redwalls
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Notes from the NFL All Star Break

We’re between periods here in the press box (at
the Ice Box) watching high speed boxing on ice
and drinking warm Keystone Lights, when all
of a sudden I get a text from the Editor in Chief
wanting a story about pro football. (OMG...4
sure...I got 20 min.) So why not pound out the
five things that would make professional football fun to watch, apart from forcing Brett
Farve to play without a shirt – yummy...(LOL).
First rule, all kickoffs are on-side kicks. Sounds
ridiculous, right? Well so does interference in
the end zone, but they still place the ball on the
one, first-and-ten. Anyway, on-side kicks are
exciting, so do them every time.
Second rule, let’s make it half court, they onside kick from the 50, which is now the zero
yard line. So after the on-side kick who ever recovers the ball will gain possession at the 40.
One hundred yards is ridiculous unless you like
to watch punts, but I’d get rid of them too, as
you’ll see with rule three.
Rule three, every possession is like a college
overtime. They have to go for the touch down

7 (4)

by RJ Duke

or a field goal, no punting, and after they score,
you guessed it, another on-side kick. You tell
me college overtime isn’t exciting? Arkansas
versus LSU baby!
Rule four, one foot in bounds is plenty on receptions. Two feet is for dancers. Also, let the
ineligible receiver be down field. He isn’t hurting anyone. And lastly, rule-wise, get rid of the
15 yard penalty, and the 10 and the 5. Every
penalty is 6.667 yards with no loss of down
and replays on fourth.
Rule five, outlaw fantasy football. Listening to
people talk about their teams as if they were
mutual funds is enough to make even the kindest Pollyanna want to pinstripe these people’s
cars with her own feces. Remember people, fan
is short for fanatic. They did that because too
many fans were realizing how idiotic they are.
Well, thanks for your patience. I’m sure this
will be the last time I’m asked to write about
professional football. Anyway, they’re about to
drop the puck

Conventional Wisdom
PAGEANTRY

TRAGEDY

ANARCHY

No Country for Old Men

No Supper Before Bed

No Presents on the
Sled

Van Halen

Van by the River

Van a Rockin’

von Neumann

Von Maur

von Steuben

Bo Pelini

Tiny Weenie

Bubonic Greenie

Scrooged

Bouged

Tattooed

Boston Celtics

Boston Baked Beans

Boston Tea Party
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Anatomy of a Song
by Stash Zyka
THE LONG ANTICIPATED SECOND INSTALLMENT
It’s no secret that fans of Artificial Khaos are music lovers - do bears scrog in the woods? This
column intends to assist the average AK reader* in understanding the nuances of our modern
day rock poets. We can’t refer to what the first installment was because of all the legal problems
we had with it – which should explain the few years between installments – but we settled out of
court, and you can look at the back issue you saved as PDF to your local hard drive, just don’t tell
Sire Records or the Estate of Bob Stinson.
(* intelligent, witty, sarcastic, impertinent, maybe a bit deviant and definitely holding)
Don’t Look Back in Anger
by Oasis
serene piano intro, then drums – annoyed,
barely counting yield to lush vocals...
Slip inside the eye of your mind   (the internet)
Don’t you know you might find
A better place to play   (MMORG – massive multiplayer online role play gaming)
You said that you’ve never been (has no avatar)
But all the things that you’ve seen
They slowly fade away (owns weak graphics
card)
So I’ll start a revolution from my bed   (got laptop for Christmas)
‘cuz you said the brains I had went to my head  
(with duo core processor)
Step outside, summertime’s in bloom (Christmas in the southern hemisphere)
Stand up beside the fireplace   (whoops...
shouldn’t have over-clocked!)
Take that look from off your face   (OMG!!)
You ain’t ever gonna burn my heart out   (FU...
also bought heat sink and 2nd fan!!!)

But don’t look back in anger
I heard you say   (won’t report me to guild leaders)
Take me to the place where you go   (on chainmailed Griffin)
Where nobody knows   (i.e. Guild leaders)
If it’s not our day   (offline raids...sandbagging
really)
Please don’t put your life in the hands   (your
Avatar’s)
Of a rock and roll band   (Zaric’s demon horde)
who will throw it all away (pit of despair)
CHORUS
VERSE ONE (again)
CHORUS (like 5 more times)
END

And so, sally can wait   (we’ll IM later)
She knows it’s too late as were walking on by  
(didn’t crack top 10, no kudos)
Her soul slides away   (happens to all level 7
magi who don’t have Zaric’s ring)
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VIG’s Top Ten
From the home office in Osseo, Mn

Top 10 Wishes for a New Year
10. Hollywood Writer’s strike carries over
to the KHAOS APOCRYPHER
9.

Rachael Ray and Tyra Banks compete in
the First Annual “TV Personality with the
least On-Air Talent” competition. Seriously, I have
crapped better talent than those two combined

8.

20 hour work weeks at full salary pay are no
longer frowned upon by Management

7.

Short, Fat, and Hairy becomes the “In-Look”

6.

Three Words – Zubaz, Zubaz, Zubaz

5.

Leg Wrestling win gets you to the front of the
line. Any line, any time

4.

American Idol meets American Gladiator.
Breakthrough and Conquer that Clay Aiken

3.

Megan Fox finds a 32 year old with two kids,
hairy ass and a gut unbelievably attractive

2.

My 2 ½ year old Son no longer thinks Atomic
Knee drop to Dada’s bean bag is funny

1.

I actually receive some form of compensation
for writing this crap
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by Rob Nouveaux

FADE IN:
INT. SMALL COFFEE SHOP MUSIC VENUE - DARK & NOISY
			
MGMT: (annoyed, standing in the back of the room watching SHITTY PISS ANT
BAND). What the f**k are they doing up there? I told those dinks they had 20 minutes. A 20
minute set that’s all I am giving them! They’re the first band and they’re not even listed on the
bill!
			
SOUND GUY: Yeah well, I bet you they play longer - they will take the opportunity to
play their whole set so long as they are still on stage and no one tells them to get off.
			
MGMT: I told at least three of them, they could only play for 20 minutes. They know
there are six bands that have to play tonight, and they just don’t give a shit about anyone else. So
long as they are on stage, they won’t cut their set short to accommodate anyone!
			
SOUND GUY: These kids piss off everyone every time they come here. I am definitely familiar with their bullshit. Their reputation precedes them.
			
MGMT: No one wants to watch their shitty brand of retread rock. This is the last
time I ever allow those f**ks to play a gig with my band.
The SHITTY PISS ANT BAND (SPAB) finishes their set, going five minutes over their allowed
time.
			
MGMT: (approaches the stage, furiously) Assholes! I said 20 minutes, and I told
that to at least three of you!
BASS PLAYER comes to front of stage and two-hand swings his bass guitar at MGMT like a baseball bat. MGMT jumps back to avoid the oncoming instrument. Other members of SPAB grab their
Bass Player and restrain him so he doesn’t get the chance to swing it again. They attempt to cool
him down, but they are all agitated. They continue restraining him as MGMT walks away.
CUT TO: Tall table at back of room. MGMT watches next band as four Members of SPAB approach. Member of SPAB: You better pay us!
MONTAGE: (imagined) (a) the SOUND GUY plays the song Young Men Dead by The Black Angles
on the house PA. (b) the fists and chairs fly and a brawl ensues.
			
MGMT: (agitated, but composing himself) F**k you guys! I will pay you and I hope
I never, ever see you pricks ever again!
			
SPAB: (collectively) F**K YOU!
ACTION: MGMT notices a poorly drawn My Little Pony tattoo on the Bass Player’s shoulder that
he’s never seen before.
			
MGMT: F**k Me? You had twenty minutes, and you took 25 minutes for your shitty
set. You are totally self-absorbed and you just screwed over all the other bands that have to play
tonight.
			
Member of SPAB: Hey Man, what’s the big deal? We only went five minutes over?
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MGMT: We didn’t have to let you play, but we did. And you assholes decided it was
more important for the first band of the night to play long.
			
Member of SPAB: What’s the big deal, man? We only went over a few minutes.
			
MGMT: You guys are simply just stupid assholes. You screwed the other five bands
and you are oblivious to it. The show has to be over by 11pm and you just made everyone else cut
their sets short - and you are the first band! No one here came to see you.
			
Member of SPAB: F**k you. We opened for <INSERT MORE POPULAR SHITTY RETREAD BAND NAME HERE> last night and played for 300 kids.
			
MGMT: Yeah, you are completely delusional. No one came to see you last night either. Don’t you get it? No one wants to watch you.
ACTION: The F-bombs, colorful profanity and finger-pointing across the table continue uninterrupted for 15 minutes. MGMT stands alone as his band doesn’t feel compelled to get involved or
back him up.
			
SPAB: (collectively) F**k you!
			
MGMT: F**k you and get out of my sight! I’ll pay you your money at the end of the
night after the venue pays me. If you want to get paid, you dinks have to stick around until the
end of the night.
			
SPAB: (collectively) F**k you!
			
MGMT: You’re all a bunch of f**king assholes!
			
Member of SPAB: (very assuredly) Don’t call me an asshole, I’m not an asshole!
			
MGMT: F**k you, you are absolutely an asshole! Get the hell of here!
			
Member of SPAB: (adamantly) I am not an asshole!
ACTION: Member of SPAB takes swipe at paper coffee cup on table. Cup goes into the air and onto
the floor. He gives MGMT malicious stare as he backs away.
			

MGMT: (wants to get the last word) You’re just a asshole like I said.

ACTION: SOUND GUY approaches table to discuss the incident.
			
			
SOUND GUY: I watched that entire episode. Man, those kids take the cake. They are
the stupidest assholes I have ever met. How do they ever believe they are going to achieve anything as a band by being assholes to everyone, and dicking over all the other bands they need to
keep playing gigs with?
			
MGMT: That’s the most entertaining part of their act for me - that they actually believe they are going somewhere. I will be stunned if my car is not keyed by the end of the night.
CUT TO: End of the night. MGMT gets paid by venue. MGMT searches room to find SPAB. MGMT
pays SPAB.
INSERT - 20 Dollar Bill.
ACTION: MGMT and SHITTY PISS ANT BAND stand opposite each other and continue hostile
stares. The SOUND GUY watches from a distance, ready to pounce.
			
														
FADE OUT.
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Breaking News
Bon Voyage Craig Brown - by AP
It was a sad rainy day when our good friend
Craig “Clooney” Schapiro left the green Northwest for the Brown of Austin Texas. The great
majority of friends will miss him dearly. Although, one was quoted as saying, “I won’t
miss him much, he never called me”. Regardless, I miss him very much. I wish him the very
best as he makes a life of building guitar pedals, souring the Austin dives with mash whiskey and Lone Star cans and finding the girl of
his dreams (most likely the ice cream shop gal
from the Devil and Danield Johnston DVD extras). Peace brotha.

Doctor Gonzo Presents: The Artificial
Khaos Photography Extravaganza

That’s right folks, everybody loves to take photos. So, starting January 1st, 2008, the AK
Contest Department is cooking up a doozey
of a challenge. The rules are simple. The contest will be one year long. The first day of each
month, I will send out a topic of interest via
email to each contestant. They will have 20
days to shoot their photo and post it anonymoulsy to the website (forthcoming). I will
then ask anonymous judges to view the entries and pick the winner. The winner of each
month will be announced on the last day of that
month. The photographer with the most wins
at the end of 2008 wins a grand prize (to be determined).

iDea for Xmas - by Stash Zyka
a 100 million in vc
based only on the indices
get ready shopping fiends
the demon of Christmas future
is coming for your stockings
and it won’t stop hunting
until every denizen is buying
the greatest consumer product ever made
will begin its marketing campaign soon -as soon as we have a goddamn product
but who needs one with a name like iDea
we’ll develop the desire like crack
make damn sure that “i” is lower case and 		
cursive but not the same font as the fruit, 		
big D all these fiendish shoppers
they’ll bite like piranha
on the bait-less hook
pre-ordering and paying interest
funding our end while
we earn interest on the vc
damn right, lower the price
just be sure to double the accessories
and with ses-tiered markets
for the douche bag executives
for their douche bag friends

To enter the contest please send an email to
artificialkhaos@yahoo.com
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Snap Shots
Thanksgiving 2007
Meg and Jerome White

“Brynn-Y-Aur Stomp”

Mike D, Ad-Rock, MCA

Handy J and the White Boy Dance

Attack Huskyboy Attack!

Just Like Heaven
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Khaos Classifieds

Hot Links
Ricochet Biscuit
http://www.ricobiscuit.com/
Retrofitted Designs
http://www.retrofitteddesigns.com/
Lit Rag
www.litrag.com
Aj Rathbun
www.ajrathbun.com
Elemental Studio
www.elementalstudio.com
BUY THIS BOOK
[click image to link}

Alex Doerffler Photography
link

Check out

Vernon at Myspace. Help find his father.

BLOG
thekhaosapocrypher.blogspot.com

“Grrlilla”
AK Films
48 Hour Film Project
Seattle, WA
July 2007
[click image to view]
		

Send Classified advertisements to the Editor. They
will be run free of charge. There is a 25 word limit.
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